TECHNIQUES

maginea tumbling stream channelled by
banks of wild flowers and moss-quilted
rocks. Wagtails twitch on streamside
boulders, sheep bleat on the hills and
birdsong pours from the trees. You are
beckoned upstream by a mystical power that urges
you to see what is just around the corner. Add to that
clear pools, bumpy runs and a few rising trout and
you will not be far from the magic of casting flies on
the becks, brooks, bums and streams that criss-cross
Great Britain; the land of little rivers.
Most of my piscatorial companions fall into two
categories; those who are dyed-in-the-wool small
stream enthusiasts, and those who prefer big, wild
rivers. Evidently in fly fishing, size matters. While
the challenge and mystery of big rivers ignites the
fire in many a fly-fishing soul, including my own,
small streams have their own unique and equally
alluring charms. They not only offer intimacy and
often wild surroundings, but also some of the finest
fly fishing in the land. So how do you get the best out
of this exciting avenue of our sport and what do you
need to know about tackling small streams?

I

Life in the stream
The diversity of life in any given river or stream
is unique and controlled by a combination of
biogeochemical factors including, local geology,
water chemistry, human activity and hydrology.
Knowing a stream's unique biogeochemical
characteristics (e.g. Dartmoor upland stream >
weather resistant granite bedrock> nutrient poor>
low productivity), allows you to make informed
decisions about fly choice and tactics even before you
have laid eyes on the water. For example, in nutrientpoor streams where food is difficult to come by, exact
fly choice is less important because trout tend to be
aggressive and opportunistic in their feeding habits.
In contrast, trout in nutrient rich streams (e.g.
limestone beck), where food is more plentiful, often
develop focussed prey images making exact fly
choice much more important.
Like their. finned brethren in large rivers, stream
trout tend to focus their foraging efforts on three
main orders of invertebrates; trichoptera (caddis),
ephemoptera (mayflies) and plecoptera (stoneflies).
Terrestrials and other invertebrates also feature in
most trout diets, but perhaps more so in the diet of
stream trout than that of a big river trout. Many
streams are overhung by trees, bushes and other
riparian vegetation, providing a constant rain of
terrestrials over much of the water's surface. Stream
trout are quick to capitalise on this steady source of
food, so speculatively imitating beetles, spiders,
aphids, ants and other tree dwelling invertebrates
can pay dividends on small streams.

Opportunistic predators
In true Darwinian fashion, it is survival of the
fittest in small streams and competition between
hungry trout can be fierce. In most pools a dominant
fish tries to hold pole position on the feeding grid,
with its competitors lined up in a hierarchy behind it.
This is true in big rivers too, but in my experience it
is more clearly defined in a small stream
environment. Intense competition for limited food,
and a fast conveyor belt current, means a stream
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A stream trout lies in-wait during low summer flow.

A cracking Welsh stream trout.
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trout has to be quick to seize a passing meal.
Stream trout often develop very general prey
images and their opportunistic and competitive
nature can throw up some interesting finds. I
once caught a trout gorged with blackberries and
another that had consumed an enormous bright
yellow caterpillar over half the fish's length. I
even know of one fisherman who found a small
grass snake in the stomach of a pretty little
stream trout!

Technique
The most important thing of all when
tackling small streams is to fish with extreme
stealth. It is very difficult to stress this point
enough. A super-stealthy approach can be the
difference between catching five or 50 trout.
Imagine a Scottish wildcat stalking a rabbit, but
replace the final pounce with a subtle and pinpoint cast. Without the sanctuary of abundant
deep water found in big rivers, stream trout are
extremely vulnerable to a host of predators and,
as a consequence, are much more paranoid and
.easily disturbed. Simply due to differences in
scale, a fly fisher on a small stream is
considerably more visible to a trout than a fly
fisher on a big river. Think of Roald Dahl's BFG
stalking trout on your favourite big river and
there you have the challenge faced by every small
stream fly fisher who is very much the giant of
the stream.
With flighty trout and the need for a stealthy
approach in mind, my favourite tactic is to
quietly slip into the water and creep slowly
upstream, kneeling down in the flow when
approaching the best spots. This way you can
get right into a fish's blind spot, while staying as

low as possible to the water. When you are
stalking a trout, try to use overhanging
branches, bank-side vegetation, rocks and
anything else you can find to shield your
approach. Look out too for sharp turns in the
stream, for you may be able to reach out and
cast round the corner to feeding fish blissfully
unaware of your presence.
When wading upstream take lots of little
steps rather than long, slow strides. This
increases the frequency of waves, but crucially
reduces the size of the waves you send ahead of
you. Drab colours and moving slowly are also an
absolute must. Trout are highly sensitive to
movement and shadow. Light coloured skin
contrasts sharply in colour to clothing and the
backdrop of vegetation, so moving your hands
or face too quickly acts like semaphore warning
signals to flighty fish. Stealthy fishing requires
discipline and a lot of effort, but it is well worth
it, for more often than not you will slip under
the trout radar and be rewarded with action.

Reading the water
and finding fish
There are certain areas, in both big rivers
and small streams, where trout and invertebrate
life congregate. If you can read the water on a
big river, then you should have no difficulty
doing so on a small stream and vice versa; fish
can be found in similar places for similar
reasons, it is simply a matter of scale. Generally.
speaking, invertebrate life flourishes in well
oxygenated water where the substrate (pebbles,
weed etc) is relatively stable. Thus, steadily
flowing pools below long riffles are invariably
hot spots. Other likely places include the head
and tails of pools, either side of midstream
boulders, underneath overhanging vegetation
and along foam lines.
Due to the limited number of bolt holes in
streams, trout often like to lie up against
undercut banks which they can dart underneath
when threatened. With this in mind, drifting
your fly along the fringes of a stream is always
worth a pop. Many banks, even on little brooks,
are significantly undercut and provide an
excellent place for trout to ambush prey, to
shelter under in times of high water or simply
rest up when feeding conditions are sub-optimal.
Such hideouts can account for the stream that

The writer considers his
options for the stream.

appears full of trout one day and empty the next.
Very rarely you might witness the moment when,
as if by magic, trout drift out from under the
banks and take up their feeding stations. The
thing to remember is never to write a stream off
on your first visit just because it seems devoid of
fish, because the chances are the fish are biding
their time under the banks just waiting for a
favourable change in conditions.
An important factor that can influence how
many trout are in a given stretch of stream is the
stage of the season. Early in the season a
number of larger fish may remain in the upper
reaches, having migrated upstream over the
winter to spawn. Such fish tend to drop back as
the water levels slowly return to summer flows.
- As a result, a section of stream full of water and
good fish in early April may have far fewer fish
in September. There are, of course, always going
to be resident fish knocking around, but I prefer
to try my luck when fish density is highest.
Therefore, I generally fish the upper reaches of
small streams during the early season and
follow the fish downstream a little as the season
moves on.

Casting and presentation
Small stream fly fishing requires rapid
casting, finesse and the accuracy of a spitting
cobra. As with all fly fishing, good presentation is
important, but due to the aggressive nature of
stream trout and often less rod pressure, perhaps
not as important as it sometimes can be on larger
rivers. However, what is absolutely critical when
fishing streams is pin-point accuracy and aerial
line control, because trout often lie in quite
inaccessible places surrounded by a minefield of
potential snags and obstacles.
On some days, it seems as though every
hawthorn bush and tree branch is strategically
positioned to catch your flies and it is easy to feel
like the proverbial bull in a china shop. Every
stream fly fisher knows only too well the
sickening feeling of a jarring rod as your flies
snag behind you at the crucial moment. Mini rollcasts, measured side-casts, mechanical casting
and a quick glance at your back-cast all help to
reduce the risk of getting fouled up. When things
get really pokey a catapult cast can be the answer
to the maiden's prayer, especially if you have a
weighted nymph on the tail to help turn over your
fly line. I use this cast like an archer, threading
my rod tip through the vegetation before drawing
back my flies and firing them onto the nose of an
unsuspecting trout.
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Tackle and fly choice
The current vogue in small stream fly fishing
seems to be to use the shortest and lightest rod
possible. This should really be turned on its head.
Stream anglers should instead look to use the
longest possible rod that the stream permits. The
longer your rod the more line-control you have and,
as a result, the more fish you should catch. I only
ever use a rod less than 7ft 6in when I have
absolutely no other option such as when the
stream is reduced to a narrow tunnel of vegetation,
which is rare. What you gain by wielding a short rod
you lose in line control and casting prowess. If you
compromise your fly casting, you compromise
your fly fishing.
My all-round weapon for tackling small streams
is a 7ft lOin #3 which is short enough to cope with
all but the tightest of casting situations, yet long
enough to give me reasonable line control and
manoeuvrability. In soft hands, a #3 rod offers the
guts and tippet protection required for bigger fish,
Nymphs and dries for the river. Clockwise from top left: Pheasant Tail Nymph; Copperas well as plenty of rod flexing fun with an average
beaded Micro Nymph; Copper-ribbed Hare's Ear; KlinkMmer; Elk Hair Caddis; Parachute
small stream trout.
Adams.
My 'go to' tactic for small stream fishing is New
Adams, Elk Hair Caddis, and a selection of terrestrial imitations
Zealand style. I like to use a buoyant and highly visible dry fly with
such as beetles, ants, aphids (F-fly) and spiders. I tend to use just
a little weighted nymph trailing about 2.5ft behind. The dry fly not
three nymph patterns in a variety of sizes and weights: Copper
only acts as an indicator, which is vital in small turbulent streams,
Ribbed Hare's Ear. PTN and my favourite, the Copper-beaded
but also helps to dangle the small weighted nymph just above the
Micro Nymph (inspired by a nymph kindly given to me on the
streambed. When using very small nymphs, fine diameter tippet
banks of the River Usk by 2003 National Rivers Champion, David
(e.g. 7X) minimises the influence of sub-surface micro-drag and
Mee). This set of dries and nymphs has served me well from the
ensures the nymph sinks rapidly. If the water is coloured or high I
clear upland streams of Wales, to the peaty burns that wind their
might opt for two nymphs in tandem (NZ style) with a beaded
way through grand Scottish glens. Fly choice is certainly worth
nymph in place of the dry and a small lightweight nymph behind
thinking about, but keep to good basic patterns, for top quality
which rises up and wavers enticingly in the water column. Using a
presentation and absolute stealth is far more important.
small blob of indicator putty, attached to the leader a few feet from
A day spent casting flies on a wild stream, with primroses
your fly line, helps to detect lightning fast takes.
glowing on the banks, and perhaps a buzzard calling above
As far as leader choice goes, I simply cut down a 9ft 31bProfil
windswept trees is simply magical. If you are lucky you may even
tapered leader to about 7ft and attach a small (2mm) leader ring. I
see a dipper whizzing by, the cobalt flash of a kingfisher or even
then add the tippet material which is invariably 7X (occasionally 8X
the glistening flank of a brown trout. Small streaming will make
when casting in clear water to spooky fish) copolymer and my two
flies to give a total leader length of around 12ft. If casting is
you a better big river fly fisher, for it tests your skills like few other
forms of fly fishing. Many of the lessons you learn on small
particularly cramped, or if I am forced to use a shorter rod, I simply
streams can be scaled up and applied to big rivers. To get the best
reduce the length of the leader to around 9ft in total.
from small streams you need to move like a wildcat, be able to cast
I am a big believer that less is more when it comes to fly
your fly on a tea cup and know how to read the water. So whether
choice. If you can successfully imitate the three main orders
you are lured by the challenge and intimacy of small stream fly
(caddis, mayflies and stoneflies) you won't go too far wrong. When
fishing or simply the thrill of being in wild surroundings, why not
heading to a stream I make sure I have a supply of the following
set forth and try your luck in the land of little rivers?
dries in a range of sizes: Klinkharner (grey and tan), Parachute

Where to find small streams
There are several brilliant roving voucher schemes
which make gaining access to low cost and firstclass stream fishing very straightforward. The 'Wye
and Usk Roving Voucher Scheme' offers superb wild
trout fishing on countless miles of Welsh upland
streams. Further north is the 'Go Wild' scheme
which offers access to a raft of nutrient-rich
limestone streams supporting good populations of
invertebrates and decent sized trout. If you are
further south, then you need look no further than the
'Westcountry Angling Passport' which has made
accessible some wonderful stream fishing in that
part of the world. There are many other marvellous
streams across Britain, and in particular in Scotland,
where a trip to the local post-office or a pint at the
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pub often results in more stream fishing than you
can wave a stick at.
• The Wye and Usk Foundation 'Roving Voucher
Scheme': www.wyeuskfoundation.org
• The Eden Rivers Trust 'Go Wild':
http://gowild.edenriverstrust.org.uk/
• Westcountry Rivers Trust 'Westcountry Angling
Passport':
www.westcountryangling.com/homepage.php
• Yorkshire Dales Fly Fishing:
www.yorkshire-dales-flyfishing.com - an excellent
website with information about how to gain access
to many small streams in Yorkshire.
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